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ABSTRACT
While growing trends in participatory science and public outreach have made
science more accessible to publics, science communities and publics have long
interpreted science and laboratories as private domains. Many studies that examine
public-science interaction seldom consider the role of space and place. I argue that
material spaces shape public-science interactions. My analysis takes place at an
institutionalized informal education platform: a hybrid laboratory: a space used by
“expert” astronomers to create new visual knowledge and “lay” publics to actively
participate in astronomy. Though, at first, publics confront competing ideas of “private”
laboratories as “real” places for science, the hybridity of the space deconstructs the idea
that science communities are reclusive and sites of knowledge production are
inaccessible. In this informal environment, conversations are fluid; they shift to cover an
array of topics the public is interested in and inquire about. But, in order for these
interactions to take place and thrive, machines and visual images are required and used
by both groups to facilitate the interaction and outcomes: to show and tell (astronomers)
and to see and know (publics). As a result, the materials and physical characteristics of a
space can be used in ways that suggest boundaries are still negotiated and exercised
during public-science interactions.

vi

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
For decades, social researchers have used national surveys to follow trends in the
public understanding of science—a measure of public attitudes and support for science
along with their comprehension of scientific concepts. Interests in understanding and
changing public attitudes, however, have not been paralleled by a significant breakdown
in the material and face-to-face interactions between experts and the lay public: for the
most part, publics still have limited access to science communities, work sites, and the
production of scientific knowledge. There are important exceptions to this trend, such as
community-based participatory research, citizen science alliances,1 consensus conferences, and even social movement activism and amateur science organizations. While these
initiatives make science more accessible to the public, the concept of the hybrid scientific
laboratory is progressive and advanced. I argue that we need to take a closer look at
hybrid laboratories because they deconstruct the boundaries between expert and lay.
Like many other sciences, astronomy has developed into an academic and
scientific discipline with learned experts, professionals, specialized technologies, and
scientific instruments. Yet, even for a science that has become increasingly
institutionalized in the domain of formal education, the field also has a strong history of

1

These alliances range from the local community level (i.e., Science Chicago: Life’s a Lab) to a
continental initiative (i.e., the European Science Shops: Knowledge for the Community). Also available are
online citizen science networks, such as Zooniverse, which is home to a dozen projects (Zooniverse.org).

1
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public outreach and engagement: amateur and professional astronomers host telescopeviewing events outdoors or at an observatory, while informal education professionals at
science museums, planetariums, and space centers actively engage the public in the visual
and material culture of astronomy. Other informal science activities that take place in
institutionalized settings include public lectures, presentations, and workshops.
My interest is in the overlap of the formal and the informal, specifically the
“experts” or professional astronomers who take part in public outreach with “laypersons”
at informal science institutions, and the routine interactions that take place between these
traditionally separated groups. Many of the examples of public-scientist engagement that
have been studied tend to be structured, ad hoc activities, with limited time frames,
around specific problems or issues, but seldom consider a factor that is critical in
understanding knowledge transmission: space and place. As a result, we know
significantly less about institutionalized and informal public-scientist interactions that
take place in routine sites, such as museums and labs.
In this thesis, I investigate a long-standing set of informal science education
activities: public astronomy events. These public events take place in a novel scientific
site, a hybrid laboratory: the place where a science community creates scientific
knowledge using various technologies and a space where the knowledge and
technologies can be discussed with publics in bi-directional dialogue. This particular
hybrid laboratory is an informal education platform located inside an astronomy
museum; the lab is used by the astronomers to create (visual) scientific knowledge, and
used to visually communicate and engage publics in astronomy. I ask how the physical
organization of hybrid labs shapes what kinds of knowledge is exchanged and
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communicated to publics. Of central importance in the space is the network of interactive
instruments inside the lab, which allow the space to be used by the science community
and publics simultaneously. I ask how technological instruments and scientific
visualizations are used in the lab to facilitate and mediate live public-science interactions.
Unlike the public understanding of science models that frame publics as deficient
and experts as all knowing, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate that informal
spaces, machines and visualizations cultivate and mediate public-science interactions. In
the chapters that follow I present a review of the literature, discuss my research methods
and site, continue with a four-part analysis of the evidence, and conclude with a
converging discussion of the main points, limitations, and implications. In the first
section, I begin with a look back at early laboratory studies and historical case studies to
demonstrate how space and place in science and knowledge is a well-studied topic, but
lacks an investigation of the significance of space and place in institutionalized informal
science education. The second section contains an overview of the ethnographic methods
employed as I observed and attended public astronomy events in a hybrid laboratory
space. In the third section, I discuss my findings in four separate sections, specifically
looking at how the space, technologies, and visualizations shape perceptions of public
and private science; establish the lab as a public but “real” site for astronomy; and
separate publics and scientists (generating the need for visual experts), yet bring them
together (generating conversations). And in the final section, I conclude that machines
and visual images make institutionalized public-science interactions possible, but even in
a private space turned public, publics still negotiate private science and turn to the
astronomers as experts.

CHAPTER TWO
SPACES AND KNOWLEDGE
In contemporary science, we can identify an extensive array of sciences, each
with preferred knowledge-producing work sites, customary scientific instruments, and
processes for scientific inquiry. Differentiating between the sciences often falls along the
side of one of two categories: field sciences, where research is not restricted to one place
or location and often takes place ‘outside,’ in public domains, or laboratory sciences,
which take place within private spaces located inside institutional edifices (Henke 2000;
Kohler 2002; Gieryn 2006; Henke and Gieryn 2008). All sciences, whether field or
laboratory bound, have been shaped, internally and externally, into the academic
disciplines we have come to know today. This internal or social shaping of science is in
part due to shifting paradigms, or what Thomas Kuhn (1962) claimed were periods of
‘normal science’ each discipline experiences over time. During periods of normal
science, new knowledge is produced and when the science community uses new
knowledge to question the current paradigm, anomalies arise and are resolved, such that
the discipline experiences a paradigm shift (Sismondo 2008). A new period of normal
science develops and replaces previous theories, instruments, methods, or scientific
knowledge. It is through these ongoing changes that a science community shapes and
maintains various components of their own field. Through this “boundary work,” the
sciences become more specialized, private, and different from the other sciences by
4
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defining what their science is and is not (Gieryn 1999: 4). For example, astronomy is an
old science that has distinguished itself as a science with precision instruments, a
profession and academic discipline, and a “real” science unlike that of the pseudo science
astrology. Yet, as I will demonstrate, the “place” for astronomy is under transformation.
In many ways, the sciences are also shaped by the materiality of scientific tools
and instruments. In astronomy, millennia of minimally aided astronomical observations
were revolutionalized with the aid of star charts and small hand tools. Then, in the early
seventeenth century, astronomers began using optical tools with lens technology, or
telescopes. Today, we have modern computerized astronomy: massive computer-operated
telescopes located in space and on mountaintops. Contemporary astronomy is highly
distinctive because it has been shaped and defined in terms of large telescopes. Yet, due
to changes in the location and specifications of the technology, few astronomers do their
work at the telescopes that are far away from urban areas and most don’t go to these
telescopes at all. As Livingstone explains:
We have become accustomed to the idea that scientific endeavor takes place in
specialized locations like the [observatory]. In part this had to do with the
equipment scientists need to carry out their activities. Telescopes (...) need to be
housed. But the placing of scientific inquiry in designated spaces cannot be
reduced simply to the requirements of instrument management (2003: 21).
Simply put, astronomy does not have to take place at the observatory or anywhere else
telescopes are located (i.e., outer space). For astronomy, this idea of placelessness (Nagel
1989; Kohler 2002; Henke and Gieryn 2008) may seem counterintuitive as astronomers
depend on technology and instruments to visually connect them to their science.2

2

They also rely on technologies to physically connect them to far away lands. The scientists working with
the Mars rover(s) “[inhabit] the rover” to become a “virtual explorer on Mars” (Clancey 2009: 118, 112).
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However, with digital data, everything is accessible through computer networks and the
Internet. The place where astronomy occurs is being transformed into a computer-based
laboratory science.3 While places for science are not limited to the location of the
instrument, the credibility to produce legitimate scientific knowledge depends on
placelessness (Kohler 2002: 9).
According to Henke and Gieryn (2008), studies on space, place, and knowledge
took a turn in the 1970s, when the sociology of science field saw an influx in scholars
that were interested in laboratories, the science communities within these locations, and
the production of knowledge (Pinch and Bijker 1987). As a result, a series of
ethnographic laboratory studies emerged, such as those on biology (Latour and Woolgar
1986) and particle physics (Traweek 1988). For scholars, the lab designates a physical
place to observe the science community as they conduct research or do science, create
scientific knowledge, and construct their discourse through formal and informal
laboratory talk (also see Knorr-Cetina 1981; Latour 1983; Lynch 1985; Pinch 1986).
When compared to other natural sciences with clearly defined laboratory spaces, scholars
have generally overlooked the astronomy community. Lynch and Edgerton (1988)
studied the astronomy community’s use of visualizations as a manufactured knowledge.
They argued that astronomers use digital technology to edit and sculpt abstract data sets
into something more natural, yet this process includes editing images to reflect colors that
were unnatural or false colored. To produce a visualization, astronomers take abstract3

Many formal and informal institutions have visualization and astronomy labs used to do research, make
visualizations, and build or design new technology: MIT Planetary Astronomy Lab (PAL); Radio
Astronomy Laboratory (RAL) at Berkley; Space Astronomy Laboratory (SAL) at UW-Madison; Virginia
Astronomical Instrumentation Laboratory; Steward Observatory Radio Astronomy Laboratory (SORAL);
Virtual Astronomy Laboratory (VAL); NACSA’s Advanced Vizualization Lboartory (AVL); NASA’s
Scientific Visulaization Studio (SVS).
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data from telescopes and through a series of techniques (i.e., data cleaning, editing,
processing and cropping) they make a data-driven visualization of “real” places or
phenomena—it is a process of “making the data meaningful” (Burri and Dumit 2008,
303). Moreover, Lynch (1998; 2006) states that to produce a visualization, is to produce
scientific reality. Yair, Mintz, and Litvak define scientific visualizations as: “The use of
computer-generated images and of other visual sources of information in present-day
scientific research … [providing] a way of observing natural phenomena that, perhaps
due to their size, duration, or location, are difficult or impossible to observe directly”
(2001: 295). Thus, using scientific visualizations is a means of “filling gaps in our
knowledge, or facilitating knowledge building or transfer” (Pauwels 2006: viii). In a
more recent study on observatories, McCray (2000) explains how astronomers who need
new telescope data compete for access to the best technology at the best observatories.
However, like other ethnographic science studies, these studies focus on the knowledge
produced within the community. Beyond the production of knowledge, we need to know
much more on the presentation, transfer, and consumption of new scientific knowledge.
These early studies, along with historical case studies, called attention to space
and place in science and knowledge (Knorr-Cetina 1995; Shapin 1998; Livingstone 2003;
Henke and Gieryn 2008). According to Livingstone (2003), there is a historical
geography of science that can be observed through three spatial layers, each
encompassing a larger geography than the position before: sites of production, regional
influences, and the circulation of knowledge as trusted ways of knowing (“trusted”
because of standardized scientific instruments, natural laws, pictures as evidence, and
credible people). He argues that while scientific knowledge can be made and produced in
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an array of different places, ‘place’ does matter in how the knowledge is produced and
transferred (Livingstone 2003). These locations are what Gieryn defines “truth-spots”
(Gieryn 2002).4 According to Gieryn (2002), there are three truth spots: a celebrated
place (wilderness and nature), a place on display, and a place denied. A place denied is
the laboratory: a standardized place and controlled environment, where the architecture
and structure of the laboratory as a “place” denies access and maintains boundaries
between experts and laypersons. Research has shown that laboratories are private spaces
that are socially, culturally, and institutionally homogeneous (Kohler 2002: 7; Henke and
Gieryn 2008). Though, some laboratories, especially those located in museums, allow the
public to view the lab through a large glass wall. This preserves the homogeneity of the
internal research space and gives publics visual access to these private locations.
Historically, other private places have included the observatory, museum, and
zoo. Yet each knowledge-producing location was constructed a little differently,
“Frequently the site is constructed so as to restrain or promote certain interactions; in
some cases entry is carefully controlled by formal or informal mechanisms of boundary
maintenance” (Livingstone 2003: 18). While the laboratory and observatory emerged as
formal places of experimentation and museums became places for systematic viewing,
zoos materialized as places for both scientific experimentation and public viewing. More
specifically, the zoo had to be constructed in a way that met “the needs of the naturalists
and the amusement of the general public,” and in effect, the zoo became a “public
laboratory” (Livingstone 2003: 58). Over time, museums have transformed from private
4

“[A] location that lends credibility to claims. Truth-spots are ‘places’ in that they are not just a point in the
universe, but also and irreducibly: (1) the material stuff agglomerated there, both natural and human-built;
and (2) cultural interpretations and narrations (more or less explicit) that give meaning to the spot” (2006:
29).
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spaces and collections to a space of experiment and viewing, or public and private,
similar to early zoos. These locations are places on display: spaces that are built for
public access, where visitors learn about scientific knowledge and truths, and leave with
knowledge they can transfer on to others:
… a place of display, demonstration and performance: Knowledge is made
credible and disseminated as it is shown to visitors – see: it works! (…) Such
demonstrative truth-spots relay on visiting publics who witness knowledgemaking first hand in the geographic location and architectural arrangements of
space that render ideas about science and about nature into tangible, believable
forms, ready for take-away (Gieryn 2002: 123, 124).
Places on display tell us much more about the presentation, transfer, and consumption of
new scientific knowledge. For instance, places for knowledge creation and dissemination
can be private elite spaces such as the laboratory, or public spaces such as the coffeehouse and anywhere else two-way interactions can occur informally—or, both. Hybrid
environments, or what Callon et al. term hybrid forums, are public or publicly accessible
spaces where collaborative discussions can take place between a diverse group of people,
including public participants and experts, scientists, and specialists (2009: 18):
… hybrid forums take part in a challenge, a partial challenge at least, to the two
great typical divisions of our Western societies: the division that separates
specialists and laypersons (…) These distinctions, and the asymmetries they
entail, are scrambled in hybrid forums (2009: 35).
Hybrid environments facilitate two-way discussions and active interactions between
groups that are generally kept apart: experts and non-experts. Throughout history, there
are similar examples of public spaces for public-science interaction. The public sphere
emerged as a network of shared spaces where knowledge could be communicated and
exchanged, made credible or questioned, encountered and displayed to all publics:
Science in the public house thereby challenged the long-standing opposition
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between head and hand, between philosopher and craftsman. It also reopened
scientific discourse to popular interests groups long denied access to elite spaces
of scientific inquiry like the laboratory. Seen in this light, the public house was a
cultural space that contested the dominant scientific regime of the time
(Livingstone 2003: 85).
Informal interactions in shared public locations were formative in the production and
reception of scientific knowledge, as well as in deconstructing boundaries between
experts and lay publics. While these exchanges could occur just about anywhere, some
public places, such as the London coffeehouse and theater, organized public lectures and
experiment demonstrations (Livingstone 2003: 84). Or, the knowledge producer would
host events. For example, after Galileo published the Sidereus nuncius, many people
doubted the legitimacy of his findings because they did not have telescopes to visually
verify his knowledge claims. To establish credibility, he invited well-known, respectable
gentlemen to his home, discussed his discoveries over dinner, and then set up his
telescopes for a public demonstrations (Van Helden 1994; Van Helden and Hankins
1994; Shapin 1994, 1998; Callon et al. 2009: 43). Shapin refers to this revolving door of
credibility as: “gentlemen in, genuine knowledge out” (1988: 397)—in contemporary
science, we can think of this credibility process as: “expert in, genuine knowledge out”
(Kohler, 2002: 8). Four hundred years after Galileo’s public demonstrations, the public
participation in astronomy is still a relevant topic.
In recent decades, social researchers have used a variety of frameworks and
models to identify the transfer of scientific knowledge from the sciences to the public.
Early studies used the deficit model5 and measures of scientific literacy and the public

5

“The deficit model is asymmetrical: it depicts communication as a one-way flow from science to its
publics” (Gross, as quoted by Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer 2003: 190).
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understanding of science. For example, after comparing ten years of data (1988 to 1998),
Miller (1998) determined only 47 percent of American adults correctly identified the
rotational pattern of the Earth moving around the Sun, while 48 percent knew early
humans and dinosaurs did not live during the same time period. However, this model has
been criticized for labeling the public as lacking and insufficient in their comprehension
of scientific knowledge, in comparison to the all-knowing expert (Burns, O’Connor, and
Stocklmayer 2003; Bucchi and Neresini 2008). To fill this so-called ‘knowledge gap’
between experts and non-experts, formal and informal institutions at the local and
international levels have increased outreach initiatives to get publics interested and active
in science (Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer 2003; Bucchi and Neresini 2008).
Contemporary scholars have replaced the archaic deficit model and
accompanying frameworks with the contextual model6 as well as analyses of science
communication, so as to understand and facilitate public-science interactions. With these
models scholars examine how publics understand and learn of science by analyzing the
two-way communication and dialogue between the public and scientists. The amateur and
professional astronomy communities have responded to this shift as well, using electronic
journals dedicated to topics on communicating astronomy and public outreach. Moreover,
astronomers around the world have established international organizations that oversee
public outreach and communication:
The public communication of astronomy provides an important link between the
scientific astronomy community and society, giving visibility to scientific success
6

“[T]he interaction between science and its publics (…) the contextual model is symmetrical: It depicts
communication as a two-way flow between science and its publics. The contextual model implies an active
public: it requires a rhetoric of reconstruction in which public understanding is the joint creation of
scientific and local knowledge … In this model, communication is not solely cognitive; ethical and political
concerns are always relevant” (Gross, as quoted by Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer 2003: 190).
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stories and supporting both formal and informal science education (…)
disseminating new knowledge to a wider audience is becoming increasingly
important. This is the main task of the public astronomy community: to bring
astronomy to society (Christensen and Russo 2007: 176).
Instrumentation plays a critical role in how astronomers communicate with publics and
can include a host of interactive technologies, videos, telescope visualizations, animated
simulations, hypothetical models, free software, free access to telescope data, and
computer programs that submerge the user into the world of virtual reality. Small and
Plummer (2010) found that planetarium professionals have multiple goals when
interacting with audiences, including to educate and inspire interest (also see, Falk and
Storksdieck 2005; Croft 2008). According to their study, the ideal method of increasing
the public’s knowledge and interest in astronomy is through live interactions,
demonstrations, and lectures. These social interactions include asking and being asked
questions or using props to communicate concepts. As they interact with the audience,
the staff actively tries to keep the audience engaged through eye contact, humor,
enthusiasm, and changing the presentation to reflect the needs of the audience. While the
authors stress the importance of live interactions, there is no discussion on the role of the
visual or how the space and technologies shape these live, informal interactions.
We have seen that, over time, the sciences have developed into distinct disciplines
by shaping and maintaining boundaries from other sciences and publics through
boundary work. This includes limiting access to their science communities and places for
knowledge production. Yet, public demonstrations and informal conversations were once
a part of the system to establish credibility for, and transfer, new knowledge. The hybrid
laboratory is a site that returns to this ideology by engaging publics in science,
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transferring knowledge, and bridging publics and scientists in a common informal space.
Today, informal science education and communication includes a system of mediums to
transfer and disseminate astronomy knowledge to publics: live interaction, technology,
and visualization spaces and laboratories. However, scholars have overlooked the
melding of these two concepts: the hybrid (and institutionalized) spaces that are used to
create and convey truths, and the technological systems that support science
communication and informal science education. Simply put, there are no analyses of a
hybrid laboratory and the discourse exchanged between the science community and
publics that occupy the space. The purpose of this study is to fill this gap. I argue that
space and instruments (including machines and visuals) matter when communicating
science to publics.

CHAPTER THREE
METHODS AND SITE
To investigate the informal public-science interactions that take place in
institutionalized settings, the current study employs two data collection techniques. First,
using ethnographic methods—specifically, participant observation and field notes—I
visited and observed a hybrid astronomy laboratory, known as the Space Visualization
Laboratory (SVL), located in an astronomy museum and planetarium. My observations
were gathered over a period of nine weeks in 2011. I attended weekday, weekend, and
evening events, as this allowed me to view a variety of publics, such as weekday and
weekend visitors, free day visitors, field trips, and the adult-only groups. While
observing, I generally sat in the same area of the lab (the red sofa I describe more below)
and used a laptop to take field notes and capture in-depth conversations. Using a laptop in
the space was not out of the norm, as I observed many staff and interns using the lab’s
computers or laptops in the space. After typing field notes on site, I would then expand
these into full, descriptive text and narratives within 24 to 48 hour after leaving the site.
All staff members were given pseudonyms. As I observed the site for the first few times,
the staff questioned my presence: many thought I was secretly conducting job
evaluations, while others expressed confusion over my methods (“watching” people
rather than using a more evident instrument, such as a survey, as one astronomer said).
The second layer of data consists of one-on-one interviews with two astronomers:
14
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David and Philip. This quantity may appear undersized and insufficient, however, the
astronomy department I sampled from only staffs twelve to thirteen astronomers. I was
able to recruit the first two astronomers I observed in the lab, as this ensured that each
astronomer had taken part in the SVL’s education and outreach events. The in-depth
interviews took place at the site. They were semi-structured and lasted less than 60
minutes. In each interview, the astronomers answered open-ended questions about their
career as an astronomer and their experiences in the SVL, including the work they do in
the lab, the interactions they have with others, and the visualizations and technologies
used in the lab.7 For example, I asked each astronomer questions like, “Describe to me
what it is like to give an astronomy talk in the SVL” and “Tell me about what you do
when you are in the lab.” I also prepared short probes for each question, such as, “Can
you tell me more about that?” or “Can you give me an example?” I recorded and
transcribed each interview, then emailed the text version to the astronomers for suggested
edits and comments. Although the interviews were compelling and interesting, I limited
the use of the interviews excerpts due to space. Still, speckled throughout the findings
sections in the following chapter are shorter quotes and synthesized annotations.
The Site: The Space Visualization Laboratory
Opened in 2007, the hybrid laboratory is built amongst the museum exhibits,
which is a growing trend among many informal institutions.8 However, while many
museums use large glass walls to make the private space viewable, the SVL actually

7
8

See Appendix A.

The Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, IL has two laboratories that are viewable to the public:
the Pritzker Laboratory and the Fossil Prep Lab. Both are built behind large glass walls but the public does
not have access to the internal lab space.

9
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opens its doors to the public. Because of this key feature, it is described as a hybrid
laboratory: a place where a science community creates scientific knowledge with various
technologies and a space where the knowledge and technologies of production can be
discussed with publics through a conversation, or bi-directional dialogue.
The lab is recognized as a “working laboratory” because the lab community—
including artists, educators, historians, graduate students, interns, researchers, volunteers
and museum staff, as well as astronomers, astrophysicists, and cosmologists—actually
works in the lab. Their work in the visualization lab typically consists of using the
different technologies to create the immersive visual materials used in the lab and
museum exhibits, such as editing large visualizations, creating short videos with multiple
visualizations, or animating models and simulations for interactive displays.
Visualizations are also circulated amongst the museum’s astronomy educators and
science interpreters, which are then used in other public outreach initiatives with schools,
teacher training, and interactive technology lectures. For many astronomers, the SVL is a
research space used to create the scientific visualizations used in their academic
publications, conference presentations, and visualization contests, such as the National
Science Foundation’s International Science and Engineering Visualization Contest. The
museum’s astronomy department10 recognizes the laboratory staff for their awardwinning visualizations and when the visuals are used in the news, documentaries and in
9

Shortly after opening the SVL, the staff removed the door handle. When I asked about this on two
different occasions, I was told that visitors would shake the door handle when the lab was closed and it
became very distracting to the astronomers working inside the lab. Now, a key is needed to open the doors.
10

The department also acknowledges other accomplishments, such as those awarded telescope observing
time; provides updates on area projects, volunteer initiatives, citizen science endeavors, school outreach,
and any other accomplishments that align with the Astronomy Department’s mission to bridge the
astronomy research community with publics through public outreach and informal education.
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science books. For the lab community, the SVL is also used as a place for meetings and
student-group lectures, or testing new technologies, programs, and editing visuals and
videos from other institutions before the artifact is used in the lab.
The SVL is also recognized as a “public laboratory” because the general public
has access to the space, the technologies, data sets, and visualizations. At noon and two
o’clock, Monday through Friday, the SVL opens.11 Each open hour is organized
differently but together they have become fundamental to the museum’s public outreach
efforts.12 Educators and volunteers administer the first open hour, “Open House”, while
astronomers lead the second hour in an “Astronomy Conversation.” During the Open
House, informal education professionals are on site to welcome and interact with visitors.
They encourage the visitors to operate the technologies or show them how to use it.
During the Astronomy Conversation, an astronomer is on site to interact with visitors,
answering questions or leading an informal discussion. Occasionally, a visiting researcher
or graduate student leads the conversation. For both sessions, visualizations and
technologies take a center role; technologies and visualizations are used, discussed and
talked about in both sessions. When the lab is open, the lab community may stay and
work on some of the computers or leave the space temporarily so the public can use their
station—I have witnessed both. More often that not, the staff has already left the lab
before it opens or they have switched to their laptop in order to free up the station. While
many of the staff members continue working and rarely interact with the visitors, it is
11

While the museum is open 6-7 hours a day, the SVL is only open two hours daily and an additional 3-4
hours during the monthly evening events (an adult-only event).
12

Within a year after completing my observations, the two events became more analogous: each session is
now led by an astronomer, each as a volunteer who greets visitors, and the Saturday session is a three hour
event where graduate students lead the discussions.
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Figure 1. The Space Visualization Laboratory

very common for astronomers to stop into the SVL when they pass through the
neighboring exhibit. When they do this, some astronomers are called forward by the lead
educator or astronomer to answer questions, contribute to the conversation, or introduce
themselves, other times the astronomer may strike up a conversation of their own. Also,
because the lab is located in a public museum—which has multiple free days throughout
each month—the public has access to the facility and laboratory regardless of their
socioeconomic status.
Inside the Space
As you can see in Figure 1, the Space Visualization Laboratory is a small space
located along side the traditional museum exhibits. Separating the lab from the nearby
exhibit is a large, curved glass wall, which is a common design feature that allows the
visitors to look inside private labs. The floor plan is carefully organized to maximize the
13

C. Stillwell, Adler Planetarium (Name and institutional affiliation requested by the photographer)
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floor and wall space of the small laboratory.
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All of the lab technologies are stationed

along the walls, which is primarily because of the wide column located in the center of
the lab (the technology hub of wires, cables, and projectors). Most chairs and sofas are
arranged to face the technologies along the back wall of the lab (the left-most screen in
Figure 1), as this is where the two largest display systems are located.
In the space, starting counterclockwise from the entrance, is a row of interactive
technologies that lines the right wall, including a Vision Station—an interactive display
that uses a round, concave screen with a 120-degree viewing angle to depict a star map.
As the stars surround the user, they can use the hand controller to move the unit forward,
simulating a high-speed flight through space. Beyond the Vision Station are a series of
different technologies and models. First, a 3D stereoscopic display on a small monitor
allows the user to see how 3D models and visualizations are made. Second, is a stacked
tile-display. Unlike the larger tile-display along the back wall, this display is only six flat
screen computer monitors (stacked two high and three across). It is programmed to make
the six small screens appear as one large screen. On this interactive, the user can operate
the World Wide Telescope program and data set, essentially traveling the solar system.
Similar to the scanning devices on smart phones, the lab community designed “smart
cards” that have an astronomical image on the front and a unique barcode on the back.
The visitor picks their destination and swipes the smart card over the scanning device and
the computer redirects the user to the card’s destination. Finally, other technologies on
the right side of the SVL include: two large computer monitors (common work spaces for
the astronomy community); above this work station is a mounted flat screen television
14
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that plays short simulations; and above the Vision Station is a bare wall that has images
and videos cast on it from a small projector.
Separating the right wall from the back wall is the tall, colorful model of an
underground telescope called “Ice Cube.” The telescope itself consists of an array of onemile long columns drilled in the Antarctic ice. In these ice shafts are hundreds of 12-inch
diameter neutrino detectors. One of these neutrino balls is on display next to the Ice Cube
model. These detectors are represented in the model’s “columns” with brightly colored
lights, spaced every four to five inches. The model lights up frequently; the colorful lights
change as different invisible energies pass through the array and react to the detectors.
The back wall of the SVL houses two main features of the laboratory. The large
3D screen, where astronomers and visitors can use the controller to display images from
famous telescopes, moving models and simulations, and 3D videos. To the left of the 3D
screen is a high-resolution tile display system consisting of 15 flat-screened computer
monitors stacked three high and five across. Similar to the smaller tile-display with six
screens, the 15-tile display uses all screens to create one large screen. This cluster of
screens makes it possible to display large images and data sets. The user can use a hand
device, similar to a video game controller, to pan through the collection of visualizations
and zoom in on the otherwise hidden details within the image. This back-wall-area is also
filled with seating. Visitors can sit directly in front of these large displays and observe
visualizations at either the tile display or 3D screen simultaneously. This back area is the
main space used when astronomers converse with the public. Astronomers tend to use
both large displays at the same time to depict multiple visualizations of the topic they are
talking about.
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Finally, along the left wall is a large, red sofa, which again allows visitors to face
two main technologies along the back wall. There are also two computer stations. Each
uses different interactive astronomy software that the staff changes frequently. Behind the
red sofa are windows to the small office space. This can become a “quite place” to work
when other astronomers and lab staff are testing video, hosting an event, and so on, as it
has space for one or two workstations. As new interactive, technology and displays are
acquired and designed, some of the smaller technologies are replaced, updated, or rotated
out into the museum.

CHAPTER FOUR
COMMUNICATING SCIENCE IN A HYBRID LAB
The presence of a scientific laboratory inside an informal institution is not a new
phenomenon, nor is public engagement and outreach in astronomy. However, these
particular institutional astronomy interactions take place under highly structured
conditions, such as live shows and lectures. I demonstrate how institutionalized publicscience interactions are shaped by the space they take place within. For example, I
discovered that the hybrid laboratory does not use structured, one-way lectures, instead
the public or astronomers can guide the conversation. After attending one of the lab’s
public astronomy events, I watched the visitors leave the lab and return to the standard
museum exhibits. Many stood outside the SVL, looking back at the space they just left
and the technologies they just used. I walked with the astronomer as he turned off many
computers and displays. As we walked, he told me the lab was originally designed to be a
place where visitors could come in and watch as the astronomers work to create the
visualizations used around the museum. Shortly after its opening, however, they soon
discovered that balancing the needs of the astronomers and the public posed some
potential problems, such as visitors “interrupting” astronomers as they worked on
visualizations and visitors “wandering around the lab alone” without anyone to answer
their questions or show them how to operate the technology. So, the lab community
reconceptualized the space, preserving its hybridity by having the astronomy community
22
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present when the lab opens its doors to the public. This new non-structured but more
organized arrangement allowed astronomers to continue using the lab as a work place and
the public to continue to have the opportunity to use the technologies, interact with
astronomers, and learn about astronomy. In this light, “place” can shape the interaction in
other ways, as in what knowledge is exchanged and communicated or what questions
visitors ask. Hence, I am interested in revealing how a hybrid laboratory (i.e., space,
technologies, visualizations, and dialogue) shapes the informal public-science
interactions that take place within the lab.
In the first section that follows, I demonstrate how the lab community transforms
a traditionally private scientific place into a public space by using specific dialogue. This
includes encouraging the public to leave the familiarity of the museum exhibits and enter
the material space of a scientific laboratory, or rather than encouraging visitors, the staff
will make blatant statements that position the SVL as a public, and real, astronomy
laboratory.
In the second section, I continue to build on the ways astronomers use the space,
this time (now that the public is inside the lab), to shape the way publics think about the
network of places and instruments in astronomy, including laboratories. To do so,
astronomers turn to their lab instruments (the machines and the visuals) to show visitors
how the lab is interrelated to data-collecting telescopes and fundamental to the datadriven visualizations they see in and outside of the lab. This legitimizes the space as an
authentic place for astronomy and the production of scientific knowledge.
In the last two sections, I focus more specifically on the role of visualizations as a
fundamental and mediating factor in public-science interaction. First, I demonstrate how
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visualizations elevate astronomers as visual experts (making more obvious the gap
between experts and laypersons, and which group is transferring, versus receiving,
knowledge). When the public wants to know what they are looking at, the astronomers
respond with an explanation, communicating the science behind the image or what the
image tells the scientists. And, in the final section, I illustrate that it is the visualizations
that really allow the lab to become a hybrid space and an informal site for routine publicscience interactions in an institutionalized setting. Visualizations make astronomy a
social activity (bridging the gap): they ignite and maintain interest in the visitors, provoke
questions, and bring people into the conversation—or visitors can start a bi-directional
conversation about a topic they are interested in.
Constructing Hybridity:
How the Space Shapes the Meaning of Public and Private Science
When I first saw the SVL in 2010, the doors were closed and locked, the lab was
empty of people yet full of technologies, and still, I stood there, perplexed by its presence
in the museum: it is located in a museum, but it does not look like the surrounding
museum exhibits; it says it is a laboratory, but it does not look like the scientific
laboratories I have seen and used. And now, years later, I watched for weeks as visitors
walked by the SVL and I wondered if they were thinking the same thing I once did: What
is this place? In the interviews, one of the astronomers, David, describes the lab as a
“hybrid space” because, on one hand, it is a working lab for astronomers but, on the other
hand, it is also open to the public. Similarly, a second astronomer, Philip, describes the
SVL as a workspace, a place to house the super computers used to create astronomy
visualizations, and a “platform to talk about astronomy” with the visitors. The lab
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community is passionate about their efforts and role as a publicly available laboratory,
however, not all visitors share in this excitement; how could they if visitors do not know
what the lab is or its purpose? As a matter of fact, the first thing many visitors say after
seeing the SVL for the first time is, “What is it?” or “Can we come in?”
The location of the lab within a museum challenges the idea of private science
and laboratories, leaving many museum visitors confused and unsure if they can enter. In
order to have an audience to interact with inside the SVL, a fundamental component of
the lab is generating interest in the visitors. This is largely accomplished by welcoming
people into the space – a role often filled by SVL volunteers. These greeters tend to stand
in the doorway of the lab, which is quite deliberate, because they can watch for passing
visitors as they exit a nearby exhibit. The astronomers explain how the role of the greeter
is fundamental, as they “tell [visitors] what it is,” according to Philip. For example,
Charles, a staff member of the SVL, waits near the doorway of the lab:
Charles:
Randy:
Glen:
Charles:

Hey, why don’t you two come on in? (Grinning and motioning with
his hands towards the entrance)
We can come in?
What is it?
Yeah you can come in! … It’s cool, that’s what it is.

This is a very standard, initial interaction between visitors and the SVL staff, where the
staff encourages the public to enter the lab, yet visitors are unsure of what the lab is and if
they can really enter. But, visitor hesitation is nothing new to the SVL staff. In his role as
greeter, Charles is there to assure the visitors, Randy and Glen. After they enter the lab,
Charles is able to interact with visitors inside the lab, show them how to use various
technologies, and talk to them about astronomy. Other times, convincing the public that it
is okay to enter the SVL is not that easy:
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Laura:
Charles:
Laura:
Charles:
Laura:
Charles:

(looks into the SVL)
You can come inside …
I can’t. (She is chaperoning a group of kids) I wouldn’t want them to
break anything.
This is a working lab, [you can all] come inside, take a look around.
You do real science in here?
HA! Oh yes!

In this excerpt we can see how visitors express interest and hesitation at the same time.
At first, Laura’s hesitant reaction appears to be concern for breaking something, but then
she reveals her uncertainty towards the space, even after Charles assures her the SVL is a
working lab and she, along with her group, can enter. Like many other visitors, it may be
that Laura questioned the idea that the public is really permitted in a laboratory where
“real science” occurs—or maybe she did not believe that “real science” could occur in a
publicly open place? In any case, Charles responds to this by using a more robust
welcoming statement so as to legitimize the space as a real “working” laboratory.
Many volunteers and staff use these quick welcoming strategies, as they can then
advertise the lab space to any and all unsuspecting visitors. However, while the greeter is
in position to welcome everyone, not all visitors enter the lab. Many visitors show
hesitation when invited, exchanging glances and interpreting each other’s responses
before entering the lab. Hesitation and unwillingness to enter the lab may demonstrate
that short-and-simple welcoming statements narrowly evoke interest in everyone or are
just not convincing enough. Furthermore, while the astronomers expressed their interest
in bringing the public into the lab, and acknowledge that not all visitors understand what
the space is (even with a greeter), they did not offer any ideas in how to overcome this
dilemma. With time, and as more private laboratories become public, it is possible that
public perceptions of scientific laboratories will change.
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From the outside, the SVL may not shout ‘Public Laboratory’ or ‘Please, come
inside!’ As a result, publics have different reactions when first approaching the lab,
including confusion and hesitation. To combat this, the lab community uses a host of
strategies, from volunteer greeters to quick or direct welcoming statements, all in order to
shape a positive first impression for the visiting public. The role of the greeter is actually
very important. This first interaction with the visitor is an opportunity to engage them and
evoke interest, even if they do not enter the lab. Often the SVL staff members will make
direct statements about the SVL, referring to the lab as “a working laboratory” or telling
visitors “we do real science.” These types of statements15 are attempts to establish
authenticity to the space as a public, but scientific, laboratory especially when people
show hesitation. Welcoming the public into a new and unusual space is key to helping
them redevelop their impression about private science, private science communities, and
private sites of knowledge production.
Instruments Near and Far:
How Technology Reshapes and Links the Locations of “Real” Science
At first glance, the area beyond the SVL’s glass wall does not look like the typical
science laboratory: it is decorated with sofas, arm chairs, and a wall painted ‘jalapeno
green.’ Moreover, there are no work benches or people wearing white lab coats. Instead
the lab is littered with technologies: computers, display screens, colorful lights, and other
various machines, all of which is central to doing lab work in astronomy. While there is
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These short phrases are used quite frequently, as they welcome the public and legitimize the space as a
real hybrid lab, doing real research with real data: (1) “this is a real laboratory,” “a hybrid lab,” “a working
lab”; (2) “we do real science here,” “we do real research in this lab”; (3) “we use real data and real
models,” “most of our visualizations are from real data,” “this visualization was made from real data”

Figure 2: The relationship between telescopes, laboratories, and visualizations.
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Modern Telescopes and
Distant/Inaccessible
Observatories:
- Used to collect raw data
- Private Spaces

Astronomy Laboratories:
- Used to process telescope
data and create visualizations
- Hybrid Spaces for
public-science interaction,
blurring the boundaries of
“expert” and “lay”

Data-Driven
Visualizations Sculpted by
Astronomers:
- Used to mediate
public-science interaction
- Astronomers become
Visual Experts

no question that telescopes have become the quintessential astronomy instrument, the
public may not realize that telescopes only provide the raw data, and that astronomers
need labs filled with supercomputers to process, edit and sculpt the data into the
visualizations seen in magazines, on the Internet, and in the lab. In Figure 2, we can see
how astronomy laboratories are situated as the place between the telescopes that collect
the data and the visualizations produced, and can easily be overlooked as a “place” for
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It is important to note that not all observatories and telescopes are purely private spaces, as many
facilities engage publics through education and public outreach (EPO) efforts. Similarly, not all astronomy
laboratories are hybrid spaces. Astronomy laboratories can be located in a formal setting (university) or an
informal setting (science museum), and the physical organization of the lab space may be very different in
each institutionalized setting (i.e., is the lab used to create new machines and equipment or used to create
computer generated images?).
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astronomy. Hence, the public’s perceptions of astronomers and astronomy instruments
might not always reflect the current directions of the field, much of which can be
influenced by media, popular culture, and old ways of doing astronomy. But, astronomers
can use the lab and technologies to show visitors these “real” astronomy technologies,
such as mega instruments on land and in space. Just as the lab staff and volunteers
encouraged visitors to enter the lab and think of the space as a “hybrid,” but working
laboratory, astronomers use the lab technologies to reshape the ways visitors understand
or think about astronomy technologies near and far: triangulating the relationship
between the distant telescopes and observatories to the astronomy laboratories and
technologies to the visual artifacts created, as seen in Figure2.
From telescopes to computers, and display systems to visualizations, astronomers
have a lot to say about the different technologies that have allowed the field to thrive. In
the lab, astronomers are particularly interested in talking about telescopes. David and
Philip expressed a strong admiration for the instruments, describing them as “beautiful”
and “fantastic.” Furthermore, both astronomers associate the lab as a place to talk about
these telescopes with the public, or as David puts it, using the lab and technologies to
“virtually take people to big telescopes.” Astronomers cannot physically take publics to
Hawai’i, Chile, or into space to see these mega telescopes, so the lab becomes a space to
show publics what astronomy really is; what astronomers really do; what telescopes
really are. For example, during a weekday event, an astronomer named Patrick, talks
about telescopes to the SVL visitors:
Patrick:

(The Great Observatories video playing the on 3D screen) This is the
Keck telescope in Hawaii. This thing is 10 meters across! So, it’s a big
telescope. And here is Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin. It is the
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Brian:
Patrick:
All:
Brain:
Patrick:
Jackie:
Patrick:

Jackie:
Patrick:
All:
Patrick:

largest refracting telescope.
Any reason why it’s in Wisconsin?
Uh, because they wanted to build it there?
(Laugh)
Pretty cool!
(smiles and nods) Oh yeah, it is pretty cool!
Have you seen this in person?
No, not this one. I’d like to go to Hawai’i and just hang out and use
their telescopes. […] There’s other telescopes, like this in the Canary
Islands and even high up in the mountains to Chile. We’ve switched to
the new telescope VLT, Very Large Telescope. It’s very high up in the
mountains over a desert in northern Chile, it’s a very good place to put
a telescope.
Why Chile?
Well, the desert in Chile is the driest place on earth, has no recorded
rain since the Spanish arrived!
(burst out in laughter)
You don’t want water in the atmosphere. We’re lucky that astronomers
don’t control the universe otherwise we’d get rid of the sun, moon, and
atmosphere. (Motions with his thumb back to the 3D screen) You’re
never allowed to run these telescopes yourself. The computers do it
and there are professional telescope operators. It doesn’t make sense
for the astronomer to run a telescope that they didn’t build or know
how it works.

This excerpt is only a fraction of the conversation that took place, as Brian and Jackie
were in the SVL for quite some time talking and listening to the astronomer. Before the
couple entered the lab, the planetarium’s Great Observatories video was playing on the
3D screen (without the commentary), so Patrick begins here, describing the different
telescopes that are shown. Talking to the public about telescopes is a common place to
start in any of the public astronomy events because the technology is familiar to the
public, and familiarity can go a long way in a public lab. Though Brian did not ask to see
or hear about telescopes, he clearly likes what Patrick has to show and tell. This type of
spontaneous interest happens quite frequently, because visitors—who at first do not seem
interested or do not really interact with the astronomer—can become very fascinated,
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engaged, and active participants in the conversation, especially when telescopes are the
topic of discussion. Jackie exhibits interest in telescopes as well; she wants to know more
about Patrick’s personal experiences with the telescopes and why astronomers build
telescope in certain areas. He explains throughout the conversation his desire to visit far
away telescopes, but also explains how astronomers do not operate the telescopes; hence,
they do not need to physically go to the observatory.
In fact, many astronomers talk to the public about the shift away from visiting the
observatory. For example, during an evening event, an astronomer named Aaron told the
audience, “I do most of my [research] from the ground: I use the computer to operate a
telescope downstairs in the office. I do it at home, in my PJ’s, in bed—it’s not as cool as
you think—we’re not out there looking in telescope.” While their approach and styles
may be different, astronomers try to paint a picture of what it means to “do astronomy” in
a technological age. David also finds that using images and talking to publics directly can
help clarify the confusion between two very different astronomy buildings: the
planetarium (houses a projector) and the observatory (houses the telescope). While the
astronomy planetarium houses the celestial projectors, and the astronomy observatories
house the mega scientific instruments, the astronomy laboratory houses the astronomers,
their everyday technologies, and the visual knowledge they produce. When in the lab,
astronomers can use the technologies and visualizations to show the public how these
astronomy locations are different, and the public can use the technologies and
visualizations to experience these locations and the science behind astronomy.
When visitors first enter the lab, they may be taken aback by all the technologies
and wonder what all of the various equipment is for since astronomers have massive,
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modern telescopes that produce beautiful images. To reshape public perceptions about
astronomy, the astronomers use the space, machines and visualizations to demonstrate
how the astronomy laboratory and technologies are relevant and central to doing
astronomy today. With the visualizations astronomers can visually connect publics to
other astronomy-related technologies built all around the world and in space: telescopes,
the mega instruments of astronomy. Moreover, rather than make blatant statements that
position the SVL as a “real” laboratory, as we saw in the previous section, astronomers
can use the lab as a platform to talk to visitors about the relationship between telescopes,
labs, and visuals and simultaneously legitimize the space, the visual knowledge produced
and presented in the lab, and the technological instruments used near and far.
Real Places and Real Things:
How Scientific Visualizations Generate a Role for Visual Experts
So far, we have seen how the public is interested in astronomy locations and
instruments, yet public perceptions of these locations and instruments are actively
reshaped using the images and equipment inside the lab—simply put, spaces are used to
convey truths. The hybrid lab is also used as a space to convey the physical realities of
space to publics. Much of this is achieved by using the network of lab technologies and
data-driven visualizations, as these allow astronomers and publics to see and know, to
experience and experiment despite physical limitations, such as location. Still, when the
astronomers present visualizations to publics, many visitors ask, “What is that?” But,
who gets to answer this question and determine what an image shows, what is real, or
what “that” is? In essence, the hybridity of the space brings scientists and publics
together, yet the visualizations can make more obvious those in the space who have
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expert knowledge and those who do not.
What’s interesting about the SVL is that the visualization instruments are used to
both create and display colorful, visual artifacts and scientific visualizations. As a hybrid
visualization laboratory, astronomers can use the space to process raw telescope data and
sculpt abstract data into something more representative of reality, as well as talk to
publics about the linear path of production: telescopes collect data, data is downloaded to
computers, and computers are used to shape the data into the visualization (as we saw in
Figure 2). Making visualizations includes editing and manipulating the visualizations to
show and tell astronomers more about what they are looking at (temperatures, chemical
composition, etc.). Philip explains how using computers to assign colors, or false
coloring,17 is a mechanism used specifically to see and show that an item is physically
present. This is essentially what scientific visualizations are: to visually illustrate physical
realities that are not always visible to the human eye. However, using terms such as ‘false
color’—while correct by definition—can lead the public to believe they are being misled.
This motivates Philip and other astronomers to talk to the public about the use of color in
astronomy. Sometimes Philip uses a simple analogy of translation to help in his
explanations: think of a book printed in a foreign language: the reader cannot read the
book or know what the author is saying until the text is translated into a recognizable
language; similarly, for astronomers, looking at raw telescope data or images does not
‘say’ anything because there is no color, so assigning colors makes it visibly ‘readable.’
Still, many astronomers may assume that the general public is not interested in the
17

The process of assigning colors to images that otherwise show little to no visible color. This artificial
coloring method is often used to transfer non-visible wavelengths into colors visible to the human eye.
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science behind the visualizations. However, in several interactions I observed, the public
was interested in knowing more about producing visualizations. Visitors questioned why
visualizations must be created and what the created aspects actually tell the astronomer.
Here, an astronomer named James listens as a visitor inquires about the coloring used in
visualizations:
Visitor:
James:

Visitor:
James:

Yeah, we saw a couple of shows in the dome thing. I’ve got zero
background in the stuff … The colors that you see in these pictures, is
that how you see them in space?
It depends, some are false colored, but some that are close to us
…(turns to large tile display) let’s look at this picture, if you looked at
this with your eye, your eyes aren’t adapted for this light, but you
would see mostly grays, not these bluish-reds. Here’s where the stars
are forming.
Isn’t this from Hubble?
Yes, but in a sense, all the images are false colored, depending on the
purpose for the image, like public consumption, you’ll make it more
colorful. But they are pretty close to what the eye could see. This one
is a little exaggerated, you wouldn’t necessarily see this, even if you
had large eyes, you wouldn’t see these color. (He selects a blue, red,
and pink image) This is most false colored because it’s from Spitzer
which is infrared telescope, but we can’t see in infrared.”

Here we can see that after the visitor expresses curiosity towards a subject they do not
understand very well, James responds by finding a visualization he has deemed
appropriate to help explain the concept of false coloring. The visualization he has
selected allows James to visually communicate elemental information and processes.
James begins by positioning his explanation in context of a relatable human feature: our
eyes. He explains that we humans are limited in what we can see, including what colors
are visible to us. While telescopes make it possible for us to collect data on these
‘invisible,’ but real, objects, the visualizations and color edits allow humans to observe
what we could otherwise not see. Furthermore, visualizations may physically (and
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artificially) depict these realities, but it takes a trained astronomer to reveal what the
realities are and what the colors actually represent. James is able to communicate to the
visitors what the various colors mean to astronomers, including: the colors in one image
tell astronomers that stars are forming, some exaggerated coloring signifies the image is
probably meant for public circulation, and the coloring patterns of other images suggests
the image is from an infrared telescope. So, while astronomers turn to their visualizations
to mediate their public-science interactions, publics turn to the astronomers to
communicate what the image actually represents.
As the astronomers interact with the visitors, the visualizations emerge as an asset
and tool, especially when explaining concepts, processes, and ideas that would otherwise
be very difficult to communicate. For David, it can be difficult to verbally communicate a
process or concept that is very complex, so he selects images and simulations to visual
aid his explanation. These visualizations can reshape the way people think about
astronomy-related topics, and what counts as “real.” Here for example, Aaron leads an
evening event and talks about the asteroid belt:
Aaron:
Jill:
Aaron:
Jill:
Aaron:

(talking about the asteroid belt)
Now, how can you tell me that you can fly through THAT and not hit
anything!?
The asteroids, on average, are about two million miles apart. So we
can plan on steering them away from them.
(shaking her head) But … in the Star Wars when he’s flying through
there and they’re so close … ?
No, no. We’ll, actually, the thing with Star Wars is that they had a
really good imagery of what the asteroids looked like, because we
didn’t even know what they looked like at the time, so it was a great
guess, however, they were way off in proximity.

This excerpt illustrates how visitors perceptions of space and the universe can be shaped
by popular depictions in science fiction films, books, cartoons, video games, and so on,
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becoming ingrained in a visitor’s understanding of space. Aaron responds to the visitor’s
inquiry by explaining what the filmmakers did get right: as it turns out, the Star Wars
asteroids do look like real asteroids! The asteroid belt, on the other hand, was not
accurately depicted—though, no one knew what the asteroid belt looked like, not even
astronomers. He uses facts to solidify his visualization is real and accurate, making
Hollywood (as another source of space visualizations) a source of haphazard information
that may or may not be real, accurate, or representative. The lab’s visualizations not only
enable astronomers to do science and communicate to publics, they are also employed by
the astronomers to show that astronomers are the visual experts. There by, astronomers
have the ability to depict the “real” things and places in space as well as the credibility to
determine what is, or is not, real.
From biology to archeology, many sciences use visualizations to depict their
objects of study. In astronomy, scientific visualizations help astronomers communicate
the veracity of space and help the public picture abstract places as real places. While
astronomers can use visualizations to show the physical reality of objects and places, this
requires the astronomer to demonstrate their visual expertise and literacy. This becomes
more apparent when the public learns about the fabrication of the visualizations:
astronomers create, determine, and control the coloring scheme of the artifacts, and only
astronomers can decode what the colors really say and what is real. This layer of visual
expertise distinguishes those in the lab who get to communicate science and disseminate
knowledge, from those who become receivers of information. Disseminating astronomy
concepts is not always an easy task—even with the visual—as publics can bring with
them a different understanding of astronomy and space that is often influenced by the
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media and popular culture. The lab’s visualizations and equipment facilitate these
interactions, because unlike Hollywood, the images can be linked to real instruments that
provide accurate data, which is then sculpted into scientific visualizations of real places
and phenomena in the universe. In the lab, when visual knowledge intersect with other
knowledges, astronomers elevate as the lab’s visual experts, and publics act on this
notion by turning to the astronomers as “the” source for direct, credible and real
information.
Astronomy Conversations:
How Machines and Images Shape the Questions that Publics Ask
A fundamental function of the lab is to bring together the public and private
spheres by providing a space for publics to learn about astronomy and speak directly to
members of the astronomy community. Not only does the space enable this to occur, but
the display systems and scientific visualizations lie at the core of, quite possibly, every
conversation. In this respect, the lab’s equipment and images are used to bring science
communities and publics together: they are the conversation starters. As astronomers use
the images as a starting point for public-science interactions, publics use the space and
visualizations to participate in astronomy and engage astronomers in conversation. In the
end, it may appear that the public’s questions keep the conversation active and moving,
which is in part true, but upon closer inspection, it is the visual that starts the
conversation, sparks interest and questions, and ultimately ends the conversation.
The lab’s astronomers have recognized the importance of using visualizations
during their conversations. Philip explains that he uses images because many people
respond to the visualizations with questions and comments, as he states, “It’s not about
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Figure 3. A feedback loop demonstrating how the public responds to the visualizations.
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the animations particularly – it’s about the conversations it might initialize.” So before
visitors even enter the lab, the daily astronomer will ‘set the stage’ for the conversation.
This includes turning on the displays and selecting an image or simulation for each. They
tend to select images that are widely distributed through the media, or select colorful,
animated simulations that may catch people’s interest as they walk by the SVL. These
starter visualizations have the potential to evoke interest in visitors outside of the lab and
engage visitors inside the lab. According to Philip, visualizations in general serve a dual
purpose: “it fascinates people even if they aren’t interested in the actual explanation [and
it] draws in the interest that you can then build on.” Philip adds that without
visualizations, he would not even attract a fraction of that interest. As visitors show
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interest (i.e., sitting down, watching the display screens, or asking and responding to
questions), Philip says, “I try to remind everyone at least once that this is an interactive
astronomy conversation and I will talk about anything at all they find interesting.” When
someone does ask a question, he tries to find a related visualization that will help him
respond to his or her inquiry. This process is ongoing and is depicted in Figure 3. Here
visitors see a visualization and if they are interested in the topic, image, or conversation
they will ask a question (interested and active) or watch and listen (interested but
inactive), while those who are not interested in the image may still stay to watch and
listen (not interested and inactive) or leave. Eventually, as new questions are asked, new
images are introduced and visitors lose interest. What this signifies is that any and all
conversations start when the astronomers self-select an image.
Visualizations are important because they can ignite interest, attract visitors to the
lab, and maintain visual interest even as the topics shift into uninteresting discussions.
Moreover, because the space itself is informal, the visuals can turn visitors into social
actors: asking and answering questions. Visitors ask a lot of questions and inquire about
an array of topics. What do visitor questions tells us? First, they tell us more about the
topics visitors are interested in. So far, the public has shown a lot of interest telescopes,
the solar system, and the galaxy.18 And second, that asking or answering questions
demonstrates how publics use the space to become active participants in informal
astronomy discussions. While questions can be asked at any time—whether at the
beginning, middle, or end of a conversation—the public tends to ask something either
before a visualization is introduced by the astronomer or after the visualizations is talked
18
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about (i.e., follow-up questions; questioning the explanation or visualization itself). In
either case, astronomers turn to their displays to respond to the public’s questions:
selecting an image that is relevant or related content to the visitor’s question,
communicating the content or concepts to the audience, and in the end, questions are
addressed while new questions are raised. This demonstrates that visualizations can and
do significantly influence what topics are talked about and what questions get asked and
answered. Interestingly, this type of visually dictated, question-and-answer dynamic is
present in nearly all of the public-science interactions I observed and use as examples
(and is again reflected in Figure 3). For example, Rob is talking to visitors about the Mars
rovers and manned space missions to the planet:
Rob:

Paul:
Rob:
Paul:
Rob:
Lisa:
Rob:
Lisa:
Rob:

Rob:
Paul:
Lisa:
Rob:

I’ve got a cool picture if you put on your [3D] glasses … (The image
is of the surface of Mars and there are round, blue rocks scattered
everywhere.) The blue rocks are called Spherules. (He picks up a rock
from the table in front of the 3D screen) … Here … similar to this. (He
hands the rock to Lisa) It’s also called a blueberry.
Blueberry?
Yes, like the food. (Then he puts the rock in Paul’s hand) See how
heavy it is?
Oh yes, that’s dense! (He raises the rock up and down in his right
hand. It is round and relatively smooth; it looks slightly larger than a
chicken egg)
… these rocks can be found under water … which may be another
signal of the water that was once, or is, on Mars.
Is finding this strange rock on Mars similar to finding a new rock, like
the one in Avatar.
(laughing) You’re talking about “Unobtainium?”
(Nods)
Yes, sorta. (He explains that there is always the potential to find new
things when we find new planets.) Cameron tried to keep it realistic,
but the floating islands? (laughs) It’s a cool movie though!
(Conversation continues about the movie)
(selects new image of a real floating object) What does this look like?
A Brain?
Cheese?
Haaa! Um, no …
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Carl:
Rob:
All:
Rob:

A sponge?
No, this is an iron meteoroid and a big one too!
(an “ahhh” fills the room)
The best place to find meteorites here on Earth is actually in Antarctica
because they just sit on top of the ice. You can even find them in the
Sahara.

From this excerpt we can see that the two-way dialogue and interaction between
astronomers and the public is dynamic and complex, but visualizations become a
facilitating artifact that guide the conversation into an interactive, question and answer
session. This conversation initially started with questions about space travel to the Moon
and the complexities of manned missions to Mars, which is when Rob turns to the 3D
screen. Rob even knows what image he wants to show the audience: our unmanned
missions to Mars, as this image shows the audience “we” have been to Mars. By selecting
this image, Rob can introduce a prop that resembles the Martian spherules. As Rob talks
more about the spherules, Paul seems taken aback by the nickname “blueberry.” This
isn’t what Rob wants them to focus on, however, so when he hands the rock to Paul, he
uses a question to redirect Paul into thinking about the physicality of the object, not its
nickname. The prop also piques Lisa’s interest: she asks a question. From the content of
her inquiry we can see how Lisa associates the discovery of Martian spherules with the
discovery of a new rock in the science fiction movie Avatar. Rob laughs, but again, it is
likely that this isn’t what Rob wants them to focus on. So, he taps into the visitor’s
interests and uses their discussion about the movie to introduce a new 3D image that is
based on real science, not fiction. He engages the audience by asking a question of his
own, “What does this look like?” Visitors begin to shout out answers; the responses are
quite amusing and funny to Rob. The audience is also amused to find out that what looks
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like a grotesque potato is really a meteoroid, or small asteroid. This excerpt also reflects
the findings and conclusions discussed in previous sections: how the equipment in the lab
is used to show the public distant technologies and places visited, as well as the visual
expertise needed to explain the visuals, denounce Hollywood, and reshape the visitor’s
knowledge.
On a final note, Rob used a series of visualizations across multiple displays keep
the conversation moving, interesting, and entertaining, which stimulated new questions
from (new) visitors. Although using the visualizations can capture the attention of visitors
and spark their interest, conversations can still go awry. This is especially true for larger
groups of visitors where each person has a diverse level of knowledge and subject
interest. Furthermore, ongoing explanation of the same visualization can dull the public’s
interest. Visitors can become uninterested in a new visualization the astronomer selected,
unengaged in the conversation, dislike the direction of the conversation, and even leave
in the middle of the conversation. Often times, astronomers recognize when interest
wanes and dulls, so they change the visualization or simply ask, “Is there anything in
particular that you want to see?” and “Do you have any specific questions?” Or, the
astronomer will keep the audience engaged by asking questions about the image, “Does
anyone know what this is?” or “Has everyone heard of black holes?” Sometimes visitors
ask questions that stump the astronomers. When this happens, David and Philip both try
to respond by explaining what they know. They also advise the visitors to pursue the
question and research for answer, either through the Internet and related astronomy
websites or to seek out assistance from the local amateur astronomy societies (depending
on the content of the question, such as constellations and the night sky).
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Unlike formal, astronomy lectures that only allow for one-way communication,
the SVL is a space that brings publics and scientist together by encouraging two-way,
interactive discussions about astronomy topics that people are interested in or want to
know more about. Here, publics interact with the astronomy community directly and ask
questions, learn something new, and increase their understanding of topics that interest
them. However, these institutionalized public-science interactions are heavily influenced
by the visualizations initially selected (and created) by the astronomers. Furthermore,
astronomers use the images and simulations as a tool to evoke interest in visitors and
motivate them to participate in the conversation, which includes: changing the
visualizations to reflect the topics being questioned and discussed, encouraging the public
to ask questions about the visual, responding to questions with new visualizations, and
asking the visitors questions about what they think about and see in the image. It is
through the lab’s equipment and visualizations that conversations start, develop and
progress, and also come to an end. Only after the astronomers turn to their displays and
equipment to reveal a new image, can we see that the public uses the lab as a place to
actively participate in astronomy and the astronomy conversation, as the questions
publics do ask can carry the conversation into new directions.
In this chapter I used a variety of excerpts to illustrate how space shapes the
meaning of public and private science; how the space and visuals are used to link
astronomers and publics to other locations of astronomy, thus becoming a real site for
astronomy; and how these mediating visualizations both separate publics and scientists
(generating the role of “visual expert”), yet bring them together (generating astronomy
conversations).

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
According to models of science communication, using live interaction and
dialogue at informal science education centers has become a vehicle for communicating
science to publics (Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer 2003; Croft 2008; Small and
Plummer 2010). However, more often than not, these interactions take place under highly
structured conditions, such as formal lectures and presentations, and those facilitating the
event are often science educators, not practitioners or members of the science
community.19 Structured events limit what knowledge is transferred and what topics are
discussed. Furthermore, scholars have overlooked the significance of space and place
when examining how knowledge is exchanged and communicated to publics. What I
have argued and established in my analysis is that space matters: the materials and
physical characteristics of informal, hybrid spaces facilitate and mediate—whether by
starting, maintaining, or ending—each institutionalized public-science interaction.
Traditional laboratories are places “where valuable instruments and materials are
sequestered, where skilled personnel seek to work undisturbed, and where intrusion by
outsiders is unwelcome … [Yet] what is produced there is declared ‘public knowledge’”
(Golinski 1998: 84). Hybrid laboratories challenge these collective principles that keep
science “private” and uphold spatial boundaries between experts and laypersons. For a
19

Many planetariums and museums offer public lectures with guest speakers and pre-determined topics or
live planetarium shows with Q and A at the end.
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traditionally private space, opening the doors to the public twice a day does not imply the
lab is made public. Many initial interactions begin by positioning the space as real and
authentic scientific laboratory that is connected to other scientific sites, locations, and
communities. Henke and Gieryn (2008) have shown that the physical and material
characteristics of place and space matters in the production, transfer, and ratification of
knowledge: “Legitimate knowledge requires legitimizing places” (2008: 359). Simply
put, the novelty of a non-traditional space requires constant reaffirmation as publics
negotiate confronting ideas about private and public science.
Hybrid spaces also do more than simply “grant access” to sites for knowledge
production. They become informal education platforms where “public knowledge” can be
created by the science community and transferred to publics through face-to-face
interactions. However, “spaces both enable and constrain discourse” (Livingstone
2003:7). Visualizations carry the conversation and maintain public interest, thus bringing
experts and laypersons together. But, on the other hand, because the astronomers create
the artifacts, the public comes to depend on the astronomers as the visual experts:
visualizations “require an expert to interpret it” (Burri and Dumit 2008: 306). According
to the lab’s astronomers, without these visuals that simultaneously deconstruct and
reproduce ideas of experts as knowledge keepers, the interactions would not occur
regularly or be as interactive and effective in engaging and educating publics. While
Lynch (2006) states that visualizations are required in order to depict reality, to “see”
something is not the same to “know” what you are seeing (visual literacy). Hence, hybrid
spaces allow laypersons to see and know: to view the physical realities of space and talk
to visual experts about the realities.
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Limitations and Implications
Although the lab hosts two public events: an Open House and the Astronomy
Conversations, this study is based off of the events and interactions that take place during
the day and evening Astronomy Conversations. There are three reasons I chose to do this.
First, due to limitations on the length of this thesis, I could not include everything, such
as an analysis of both events and longer excerpts from the events or interviews. Second,
at the time, the Open House was staffed by educators and volunteers. Because my
investigation is organized around space and the blending of two separated groups in this
space: experts and laypersons, I limited the definition of “expert” to the astronomers as
the “knowledge producers.” Third, after I completed my observations and interviews, the
Open House event was reorganized slightly. Now, the event is staffed by an astronomer
and a volunteer is used as a greeter. This analysis did not include excerpts with children
and fieldtrip groups. These interactions were not significantly different from mixed
groups or adult-only groups, but I did not want to fall into a comparison of adult groups
versus children groups.
As more astronomers, graduate students, and visiting researchers use the lab as a
platform to talk to publics about astronomy and their research, future studies should
include additional interviews with the astronomy community. The lab community may
hold additional perspectives, thus future interviews could include the volunteers,
educators or museum staff as well. Are their experiences in the space different from the
astronomers? How do they use the visualizations, technologies, and space? How do they
develop their welcoming statements, and what are their techniques and strategies that
work to convince visitors to enter the lab? For those interested in learning environments
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or technologies, an investigation into the way the space is used during the Open House
would suffice, including an in-depth look at how children or adults use the space and
technologies, as this would contribute to a growing body of literature on informal
education and learning experiences using interactive and virtual technology. Another
avenue to explore would be the public’s perspective. It may be especially useful to learn
what the public thinks about the space: what were their first impressions of the space and
the ability to interact with an astronomer? How are the visualizations received,
interpreted internally, and stored as knowledge? As far as I know, the space has not used
any internal evaluation instruments to explore what publics think about the hybrid lab or
the astronomers they were able to meet and talk to. Furthermore, I would be curious to
know how the lab community and the public interpret their interactions with each other.
Finally, to compare, or search for overlap between, the two events, may yield more
insight into how the space, or the event, shapes the interactions and how knowledge is
transferred. Ultimately, future research can pursue any path, as the site is new and underresearched.

APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
I. PART 1 – Being an Astronomer
1. Tell me how you came to be an astronomer.
2. Tell me about your job here, what you do, etc.
II. PART 2 – Working in the SVL with the Public
A. Experiences in the SVL
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the Space Visualization Laboratory?
Tell me about what you do when you are in the lab.
What can visitors do in the SVL when it opens to the public?
Tell me about a particularly satisfying experience you had with a
visitor.

B. Communicating Science
1. What is the Astronomer’s job while in the SVL?
2. Describe to me what it is like to give an Astronomy talk in the SVL
3. Based off the time you have spent in the lab, what has been the most
successful way to communicate science to the public?
III. PART 3 – Items in the SVL
A. Telescopes
1. What do telescopes do for the study of Astronomy?
B. Visualizations and Videos
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When in the SVL what is your favorite image to show people?
What is your favorite video simulation?
How are the images/videos created?
What type of data is used in order to create the simulations?
Have you ever had people question the legitimacy of the images?

IV. PART 4 – SVL Interactions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have you ever been asked a question and you didn’t know the answer?
What do you like to talk to SVL visitors about?
How does the public benefit from these interactions with astronomers?
What is the most rewarding part of working in the lab?

APPENDIX B
DIAGRAM OF THE SPACE VISUALIZATION LABORATORY
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IMAGES OF THE SVL
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APPENDIX D
QUESTIONS ASKED BY PUBLICS
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This list contains many questions I recorded during my observations, but in no way is it a
comprehensive or complete list of the types of questions or topics publics are interested
in. As stated in the accompanying section above, questions are generally asked either
before a visualization is introduced by the astronomer or asked after the visualization is
shown and talked about.
Telescopes:
1) Are these all taken from a telescope?
2) The colors that you see in these pictures, is that how you see them in space?
3) So, this is a representation?
4) This isn’t how it is with the naked eye?
5) If we have all these telescopes, why are there no pictures of the back of the
moon?
Around the Solar System:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

When should we get worried about the Sun, you know, when it dies?
What about commercial flights to the Moon?
Why not send people to the moon?
What is the oldest planet?
What about Pluto!?
Are the rings of Saturn still considered rock particles?
Do you have any proof of life on other planets?
How do we know what the composition of the Martian atmosphere is?
Did the Russians send the first man to space and to Mars?
Is there water on Mars?
How come the asteroids aggregate together?
How come it doesn’t bump into anything?
So you’d be able to fly around an asteroid before you crash into it?

Around the Galaxy:
1) What causes supernovas?
2) How do you even study supernova if you can’t ever get to them to study?
3) Can you see galaxies?
4) I read somewhere that you can look at the center of the galaxy?
5) I heard something recently about a black hole being a portal or something?
Questions not easily—or at all—associated with an SVL scientific visualization:
1) What is anti matter?
2) Are the elements in the Universe equally distributed?
3) Are we getting close to time travel?
4) What about the Bermuda triangle, does it really exist?
5) What are those twinkling red and green lights in the sky
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